Cationic systems composed of lipids and/or surfactants are of paramount importance in a variety of applications. Within these, gemini have attracted particular attention, mainly due to their improved aggregation properties and to the possibility of tuning offered by the presence of a spacer. In this work, a Monte Carlo simulation study with a coarse-grained model was employed to assess the interaction of cationic gemini surfactants with a like-charged model membrane. Separating the contribution of the excluded volume and that of the electrostatic effects in the organization of gemini-lipid membranes was the first goal of this work and the role of these factors was assessed varying the concentration, the spacer length and the headgroup charge of gemini surfactants. The results provide a new insight on the organization of lipid headgroups in the vicinity of gemini surfactants. It was found that the surfactant-lipid interaction is strongly affected by the surfactant spacer length, being controlled by an overall balance between excluded volume and surfactant-lipid and surfactant-surfactant electrostatic effects. It is also seen that the out-of-plane motion of the spacer has a significant effect upon membrane organization and counterion condensation. Good agreement was found with results previously obtained from atomistic simulation.
Introduction
The current work relies on a coarse-grained model of the structural properties of positively charged membrane systems modulated by dicationic gemini surfactants.
The interest in gemini surfactants is widely recognized in several areas ranging from gene therapy [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , drug delivery [2, 7] , and antibacterial treatments [8, 9] to industrial applications [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The amount of information and work developed in the last few years has also given rise to a vast number of review papers on the topic [6, [15] [16] [17] [18] . This class of molecules has been the focus of various studies due to their improved aggregation properties and better solubilizing and dispersing ability compared to conventional surfactants [15] . Moreover, gemini surfactants can be synthesized in a large variety of structures, in which two single tail surfactants are connected by a spacer group of varying nature and length [15, 19, 20] , meaning that the properties of gemini surfactants can be modelled to fit a specific application [21, 22] .
Computer simulations have been widely used to complement and rationalize experimental results. Approximate descriptions of the systems in coarsegrained models, with significant less detail than their atomistic counterpart, have been recognized as suitable to characterize the behaviour of very complex systems. Examples of application range from models for nucleic acids [23, 24] , membranes [25, 26] , or proteins [27] [28] [29] . Previous work has also focused on more general aspects of coarse-grained approaches [30, 31] . Although at the microscopic level, the interactions between the components of a system can be very complex, the essential aspects can often be characterized by a relatively small set of parameters. In this context, this simplified coarse-grained study is used not only as a means to reduce the computer simulation time, but also to allow a better control over system features and to assess their impact on the overall behaviour.
Model and method
A simple model was adopted to describe the interaction between gemini surfactants and lipids in a model membrane. All charged species are explicitly included. Focus is given to the surface of the membrane and, thus only the headgroups and spacers are included. As such, the gemini surfactant, represented by a springbead chain, is described as a sequence of positively *Corresponding author. Email: snunes@qui.uc.pt charged hard spheres, in the case of a short spacer, or a sequence of positive and neutral beads connected with harmonic bonds, when longer spacers are present. In the latter cases, the chain flexibility is additionally regulated by angular force terms. The charged membrane surface is composed of a hard-planar wall, with embedded positively charged hard-spheres (lipids), which are laterally mobile. This model assumes that there will be no substantial changes in the curvature of the membrane, at least up to the surfactant concentration that was considered in this work. For simplicity, the model also assumes that the headgroups of the gemini surfactants are incorporated at the same level as the lipid headgroups, which does not necessarily occur for the gemini surfactants with the shortest spacers [32] [33] [34] . Monovalent simple ions, also treated as charged hard spheres, were also included in order to obtain an electroneutral system. The solvent enters the system only through its relative permittivity.
A rectangular box with box lengths L x ¼ L y ¼ 200 Å , and L z ¼ 800 Å was considered. The system is periodic in the xy plane, while hard walls were placed at z ¼ 150 Å . The number and the size of the lipid beads was chosen in order to reproduce the lipid-lipid typical distance obtained by a Molecular Dynamics study [32] . Accordingly, a hard-sphere (hs) radius of 3.3 Å was used for the gemini surfactant beads and lipid headgroups, and a hs radius of 2.2 Å was considered for the monovalent counterions [35] . The model lipid membrane was composed of 554 lipid headgroups. According to the imposed number of lipid headgroups and membrane area, the surface charge density of the membrane is ca. 0.22 C m �2 and the area per lipid is ca. 0.72 nm 2 . Both values are compatible with those reported in the literature for fluid phases of lipid membranes [32, 36, 37] . The percentage of gemini surfactants was varied throughout the work. For each added surfactant, two lipid headgroups were removed to keep the overall charge density of the membrane constant. The number of anionic monovalent counterions was thus kept constant and equal to 554. A temperature T ¼ 298.15 K and a relative permittivity " r ¼ 78.4 were considered throughout.
All interactions were taken as pairwise additive. The total potential energy, U, of the system is expressed as a sum of four contributions: the nonbonded potential energy, U non-bond , the bonded potential energy, U bond , the angular potential energy, U ang , and the confining external potential energy, U ext . The non-bonded potential energy is given by
where the summation extends over surfactant beads, lipid beads and counterions, with u i, j representing the electrostatic potential plus a hard-sphere repulsion according to
where Z i is the valence of the particle i, R i is the radius of particle i, r i, j is the distance between particles i and j, e is the elementary charge, " o is the permittivity of vacuum, and " r the relative permittivity of the solvent. Hard-sphere repulsion was not imposed for connected consecutive beads. Surfactant beads are connected by harmonic bonds, and the bond potential energy of the surfactant is given by
where N bead is the number of beads, r i,iþ1 is the distance between two connected beads, with the reference separation r 0 ¼ 3.5 Å , in the case of the gemini surfactant with the shortest spacer, and r 0 ¼ 5.0 Å in the remaining cases, and the force constant k bond ¼ 0.4 Nm �1 . The angular potential energy, U ang , is given by
where � i is the angle formed by the vectors r iþ1 � r i and r i�1 � r i with the equilibrium angle � 0 ¼ 180 � and the force constant k ang ¼ 3.44 � 10 �24 J deg �2 . Finally, the confining external potential energy, U ext , is given by
where the summation extends only over counterions with
All Monte Carlo simulations were performed with the MOLSIM [38] simulation package in the canonical ensemble, employing the Metropolis algorithm [39] . Two types of Monte Carlo trial moves were employed for the surfactant: single bead moves and translation of the entire chain, both restricted to the xy plane, although in some cases the beads representing the surfactant spacer were allowed to move along the z-direction (labelled as z free ). In this case only single bead moves were allowed. The counterions and lipids were subjected to translational moves, with those of the latter restricted to the xy plane. Each simulation included an equilibration of at least 5 � 10 5 trial moves per particle followed by a production run of at least 5 � 10 5 trial moves per particle. The arrangement of the lipid headgroups, both in the absence and presence of the gemini surfactants, was analysed resorting mainly to two-dimensional radial distribution functions (2D-rdf) and to positioning density maps. The distribution of the counterions relatively to the lipids and surfactant headgroups was evaluated using 3D-rdfs.
Results and discussion
The effect of the cationic gemini surfactants upon a positively charged lipid membrane was analysed considering the systems summarized in Table 1 . Systems I to III were used to assess the effect of gemini concentration in the organization of the lipid membrane. In systems IV to VII the effect of the surfactant spacer length was inspected for the system of intermediate concentration. In the latter set of systems, spacer motion along the z-axis was also tested. We recall that the total number of charged headgroups was kept constant, when the surfactant concentration increases, by replacing lipid headgroups with the same number of surfactant headgroups.
Rdf analyses and density contour profiles allowed one to establish the positioning of the components relative to each other as a function of the spacer length, concentration and headgroup charge of the surfactant. Figure 1 displays the 2D-rdf for the lipid headgroups upon the increase in concentration of gemini surfactants (corresponding to systems I-III). The lipid-lipid rdf has a main peak at ca. 7 Å , which corresponds approximately to the sum of the lipid headgroup radii, and two smaller ones at around 14 and 22 Å corresponding to a profile of successive concentric hardspheres. The ordering is not perturbed upon the increase of the gemini concentration, showing only a slight decrease in the probability of the first peak and of the long-range order, with the near disappearance of the third peak for the most concentrated system. It is noteworthy that the typical distance between the lipid headgroups, in the absence of surfactant, is maintained with the incorporation of gemini surfactants, even for concentrations of the latter around 20%.
Effect of gemini concentration
In Table 2 are indicated the average values for the root-mean-square end-to-end distance of the surfactant (hR 2 ee i 1=2 ), i.e. the distance between the two charged headgroups, for systems I-III. It can be seen that the hR 2 ee i 1=2 values increase as the gemini content increases. This trend is associated with the decrease of the number of lipid molecules as the gemini content increases. Lipids are replaced by gemini in which the headgroups are closer than vicinal lipids, due to the fact that the beads are connected and have the possibility to overlap, thus promoting a slight decrease in the hs density. This, in turn, allows a larger average extension between the headgroups of the surfactant.
Effect of gemini spacer length
The 2D-rdf curves reflecting the influence of the gemini spacer length on the membrane organization are represented in Figure 2 . In panel (a) it is seen that the surfactant spacer length has a small influence on the profile of the distribution of the lipid headgroups around each other, but the intensity of the main peak is higher for surfactants with longer spacers due to the increase in the hs density. This is particularly evident when surfactants with the longest spacers are considered, VI and VII. In system VII, however, where the spacer is not-restricted to the xy-plane, a decrease in the intensity of the first peak can be seen. It is clear that when the spacer is allowed to move along the z-axis, the neutral beads representing the spacer are preferentially out of the membrane surface plane, thus promoting a smaller hs density in this system. This is suggested by the results presented in Figure 3 where the probability density of each surfactant bead along the z-axis is represented. In fact, the probability of finding the spacer groups in the membrane section, delimited by the green dashed lines, is very low, and the spacer is preferentially found below the membrane surface. This may be attributed to the depletion caused by the condensation of the counterions onto the surface. It should be noted that the counterions are restricted to the outer part of the membrane due to the hard wall (black dotted line). In a real lipid membrane, such directional motion of the spacer would also be expected, but in this case due to its hydrophobic nature. Regarding the profile of the counterions, a bimodal distribution is observed. The peak with the lowest position is directly related to the accumulation of the counterions due to the presence of the hard wall (black dotted line), while the other coincides with the sum of the hs radii of the gemini/membrane headgroups and that of the counterions (black dashed line). It is interesting to note that the obtained profile is very different from those commonly observed for counterion condensation in homogeneous surfaces. The values of the two-body potential energy, E i, j , are shown in Table 3 , together with the values of hR The position of the main peak in the curve corresponds approximately to the end-to-end average distance of the surfactant, with a dispersion that increases with the spacer length. The surfactant for which the spacer is allowed to move along the z-axis (VII) displays the largest dispersion, and the gemini-gemini average headgroup distance is clearly reduced if compared with the surfactant with the same spacer length, but restricted to the xy-plane (VI). The increase in the spacer length confers complex profiles to geminigemini rdf curves. For example, in system V the curve presents a first small peak at around 7.3 Å , and a second one, more pronounced at ca. 12.4 Å , corresponding approximately to, as mentioned, the end-toend distance (12.895 Å ). Similarly, in system VI, two peaks are visible in the rdf curve, the higher one, at around 16.3 Å , nearly corresponds to the gemini endto-end distance for this system, 16.611 Å . In system VII, two broad peaks are present in accordance to the larger freedom of the spacer. The complex profile of the gemini-gemini rdf curves can be elucidated resorting to Figure 4 , where Table 3 . Parameters characterizing the systems considered for assessing the influence of surfactant spacer length. Gemini root-mean-square end-to-end distances, hR 2 ee i 1=2 , and twobody potential energies, E i, j between the particles of the system: gemini headgroups (G), lipid headgroups (L) and negative counterions (C). The uncertainty is given as the standard error of the mean. the intermolecular contributions to the gemini-gemini interaction are discriminated. We will focus essentially on systems II, VI and VII since these cases cover the most significant differences, in what concerns the spacer length. Representative snapshots of these three systems can be visualized in Figure 5 , which also serve to illustrate the typical representation of both the membrane and surfactants in this coarse-grained approach. In Figure 4 , it can be seen that while in system II the peak is essentially due to the other headgroup of the same gemini molecule (intramolecular), in system VI two peaks arise: the first at 7.2 Å , corresponding to the distance between the different gemini molecules (intermolecular), and the second peak, at ca. 16.3 Å , corresponds to the intramolecular distance between the two headgroups of the same gemini molecule. In system VII the profile of the rdf is significantly different. It is clear that, comparing to system VI, the intermolecular gemini contributions are nearly the same whether the neutral linker is restricted or not to the surface. In the latter, however, there is an important contribution of intramolecular distances to the first peak too, showing that this system has a large propensity to adopt the typical lipid-lipid distance. The second peak, which is solely due to the contribution of intramolecular distances is broader and slightly shifted toward smaller distances, since the additional freedom of the spacer along the z-axis confers a great diversity of relative positions of the gemini headgroups and promotes smaller end-to-end distances, as compared to system VI.
The energy values reported in Table 3 for the gemini-gemini interaction, reflect the decrease of repulsion with the increase of spacer length, with the exception of system VII, where the energy increases in comparison to system VI. Note that the trend of these values follows that of the average end-to-end distance of the surfactants, indicating the prevalence of the intramolecular contribution. Although the geminigemini interaction energy increases, in system VII compared to VI, the surfactant tends to adopt a configuration that is close to that observed for the lipids in the membrane, as mentioned above (Figure 4) .
In what concerns the distribution of the lipid headgroups around the surfactant, Figure 2 panel (c), the largest differences in the rdf profiles occur for the shortest spacer gemini. In this system, the curve shows a pronounced shoulder coupled to the first peak which disappears with the increase of the spacer length. It is also noteworthy that the probability of finding the lipid headgroups near the surfactant is higher for surfactants with longer spacers. The increase in the surfactant spacer length promotes a decrease of the charge density near the gemini headgroups and, consequently, the approximation of the lipid headgroups to the surfactant occurs. Additionally, when the spacer is allowed to move along the z-axis, system VII, the probability of finding the lipid headgroups closer to the gemini heads increases. As the spacer is more often found outside the membrane plane ( Figure 3 ) the gemini headgroups became more accessible to the lipid headgroups. In order to have a more clear picture about the exclusion zones, and the preferential positioning of the lipid particles in the vicinity of the gemini molecules, we resorted to the representation of density maps and repulsion energy contour profiles ( Figure 6 ). The average position of the lipids was obtained from separate simulations for one fixed surfactant (i.e. the surfactant molecule was not allowed to move throughout the simulation) with a representative conformation and the contours of the coulombic energy were calculated based on the average end-to-end distance of each system. The maps clearly show the excluded zones and the concentric shells. The excluded zones correspond to the higher hs repulsion regions, while the concentric shells evidence the areas with higher probability to find the lipid headgroups. Note the similarity between the concentric shells and the energy contours obtained from the coulombic energy repulsion, calculated without taking into account the volume of the hard sphere. In the shorter spacer surfactant the two headgroups are substantially overlapped giving rise to almost circular energy contours, which are similar to the respective concentric shells in the left panels. Regarding the surfactants with longer spacer, the overall excluded volume areas are higher. However, the presence of the neutral spacer intermediating the two charged headgroups promotes a decrease of the repulsion between the two headgroups and, consequently, a larger number of lipid particles are allowed in their vicinity. This can be clearly seen in the regions represented in yellow in the positioning maps and in the panels corresponding to the coulombic energies. The repulsion energy values for the gemini-lipid (G-L) interaction (see Table 3 ) follow the behaviour depicted in the rdfs, the repulsion energy increases as the components became closer to each other.
Let us now look at the distribution of the counterions around the lipid and surfactant headgroups (3D-rdf analyses, Figure 7 ). The profile of the distribution of the counterions around lipid headgroups, presented in the black curve (memb), does not vary with the incorporation of gemini surfactants, independently of their concentration and spacer length, at least within the studied systems (data not shown). The same profile is also observed for the distribution of the counterions around the gemini headgroups for systems with the longest spacer (VI, VII). However, in these cases there is a decrease in the number of condensed counterions, which can be related with the fact that, in system VI, the presence of the neutral spacer in the membrane plane tends to decrease the charge density around the gemini particles, thus reducing the condensation of counterions. When the spacer is allowed to move along the z-axis, system VII, a slight increase of the counterion condensation is observed. This may be attributed to the decrease in the hs density at the membrane level, which allows a greater penetration of counterions, combined with a potential increase in the charge density of the gemini headgroups. The latter is justified by the larger conformational freedom of the spacer (see Figure 4) . Finally, system II shows a slightly different profile, indicating a larger condensation of counterions to the gemini surfactants with the shorter spacers. This is in good agreement with the results shown in Table 3 and also with the results reported in [32] , where it was noted a preference for the counterions to be near the headgroups of the gemini with the smallest spacer. This preference has been attributed to the higher charge density and to the protruded position of these groups relative to the average level of the membrane surface [32] . Although the latter effect could not be accounted for in this model, the trend could still be reproduced. These results were also confirmed resorting to nearestneighbour distribution function analysis (data not shown), with the number of counterions condensed around the gemini headgroups following the order II 4 VII 4 VI.
Electrostatic vs excluded volume effects
Let us now return to the gemini-lipid rdf depicted in Figure 2 , panel (c). It was noted that in system II the main peak has a pronounced shoulder that extends to larger distances. MD studies of similar systems have shown the same type of profile, and it was suggested that the shoulder may result from the increased repulsion between gemini and lipid headgroups, due to the higher charge density present in the shorter spacer gemini molecules [32] . To clarify this point, we have resorted to the flexibility of the coarse-grained model. Therefore, two other systems with short spacer gemini were calculated based on system II but with varying charge of the gemini and/or of the lipid headgroups. In one of the systems, all particles are neutral (system II 0 ) and in the other the gemini headgroups have a double positive charge while the lipid headgroups keep the unitary charge (system II 00 ). With these variations, we hope to evaluate the relative importance of electrostatic and excluded volume effects on such systems. The 2D-rdfs accounting for the gemini-lipid interactions are represented in Figure 8 , where the data for system II is also included. It can be seen that although the maxima of the first peak are located at approximately the same value, ca. 7.3 Å for the three systems, marked differences are found between them. The decrease in the peak height with the increase of the gemini headgroup charge can be attributed to the increased repulsion with the lipid headgroups, that tends to lower the density of lipid molecules in the close vicinity of the surfactant headgroups. Furthermore, the shoulder coupled to the first peak, that has been identified in system II, is still present when all the species in the system are neutral (system II 0 ), and becomes a well-defined peak when the charge of the gemini headgroup is increased from þ1 to þ2 (system II 00 ). It becomes evident that, besides the electrostatic effect that tends to repel the lipid headgroups to longer distances when the charge of the gemini headgroup increases, other effects play a role in the organization of the system. The organization of the particles in system II 0 , in which the electrostatic effects are absent, clearly indicates the role of excluded volume.
In Figure 9 , the arrangement of the lipid headgroups (with zero or unitary charge) around one gemini molecule with different headgroup charges is evidenced. As expected, the increase of the charge on the gemini headgroups, promotes a larger excluded volume. In comparison with the original system, with unitary charges, (Figure 9, panel (b) ), the fully neutral system ( Figure 9, panel (a) ) shows that the absence of electrostatic effects promotes a larger concentration of lipids around the surfactant headgroups as well as a more long-ranged organization. Note the larger amplitude of the second peak in the rdf (Figure 8 ). On the other hand, when the electrostatic effects were intensified ( Figure 9, panel (c)) , the system appears to be less ordered.
The interpretation of the rdf profiles can be made resorting to a simple schematic representation, presented in Figure 10 , where the data corresponding to the hR 2 ee i 1=2 of each system are also included. The first peak, which is common to the three systems, corresponds to the distance between one gemini headgroup and the neighbouring lipid headgroup (blue dashed and dotted lines in Figure 10 ), while the position of the shoulder or second peak, that varies from one system to another, corresponds to the distance from the other gemini headgroup of the same gemini molecule to the same layer of surrounding lipid molecules (white dashed lines in Figure 10) . Note that the variety of distances in the latter case (represented by white dashed lines) is responsible for the broadening of the shoulder/second peak. The presence of the shoulder is thus attributed to excluded volume effects, due to the overlapping of the surfactant headgroups, while its width and position are mainly governed by electrostatic effects.
Conclusions
A selected set of systems comprising different cationic gemini surfactants incorporated in a positively charged lipid-like membrane were simulated resorting to a simple model using a spring-bead chain to represent the surfactants, and a surface carrying positive charges which mimicked the surface of a charged membrane. The coarse-grained approach was used with the purpose of studying the influence of gemini concentration and spacer length on the distribution and organization of the lipid particles. The present work shows that, at the membrane surface level, the surfactant concentration and the spacer length have a small influence in the organization of the lipid headgroups relative to each other, which reflects the adaptability of the systems in this model. On the other hand, the organization of the lipid headgroups in the vicinity of a gemini surfactant strongly depends on the surfactant spacer length. Surfactants with longer spacers that are restricted to the membrane plane, promote an increase in the order of the lipid groups due to an increase in the hardsphere density. Furthermore, the decrease of the charge density near the gemini headgroups upon the increase in the surfactant spacer length favours the approximation of the lipid headgroups to the surfactant and diminishes the adsorption of counterions. When the spacer is allowed to move along the z-axis, the lipid headgroups are, on average, even closer to the surfactant in comparison to the restricted surfactant, and the adsorption of counterions is now also favoured. Taking advantage of the simplicity of the used model, the factors responsible for the profiles observed in the rdfs could be discriminated. The gemini surfactant intramolecular and intermolecular contributions could be discriminated on the profiles of the geminigemini rdfs. Additionally, variations in the charge of the gemini surfactants and lipid headgroups, in the shortest spacer surfactant, allowed one to elucidate the role of the electrostatic and excluded volume effects in the organization of the lipid headgroups around the surfactant. The results suggest that the distribution of the particles in these systems is governed not only by the electrostatic effects, but by an interplay between electrostatic contribution and excluded volume effects. 
